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The World Needs Protecting - Before they can build in space they have to GET into space.There is
a 'false queen' attacking vampires in Asia - Bethany Anne sends her Own to look into that.The
moon base needs to be settled, can Team BMW make it happen? Do they have enough people?
CAN they get the right people to help?John's cousin is now part of the team, will she make it?There
is a group looking to find them and they are using Barb to do it.This is the first book in the second
arc (books 08-14) for The Kurtherian Gambit. The stakes are raised a lot higher!**Please note, as
mentioned in another review, there is flagrantly foul language in this novel. The main character does
not have a problem with cussing, just uninspired cussing.If you haven't read the previous books,
you will need to go back to #1 (the book does not explain the characters and previous relationships /
deeds).Series includes:Death Becomes Her - The Kurtherian Gambit 01 Queen Bitch - The
Kurtherian Gambit 02 Love Lost - The Kurtherian Gambit 03 Bite This - The Kurtherian Gambit 04
Never Forsaken - The Kurtherian Gambit 05 Under My Heel - The Kurtherian Gambit 06 Kneel or
Die - The Kurtherian Gambit 07We Will Build - The Kurtherian Gambit 08Frank Kurns - Tales from
the Unknown WorldIt's Hell To Choose - The Kurtherian Gambit 09 (May)
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I have been a fan of Michael's books since January so almost from the beginning. When he first
started out I thought this was an excellent story with all my favorite genres but a little editing
wouldn't go amiss. I have watched as his books get better and tighter the more he writes. He is
evolving from a good story teller to a wonderful writer. Is it perfect "no" but that's ok, for in my world,
it's about the adventures that we can only dream about, the heroes we all wish we were, the chance
to make a difference, the romance, the ups, the downs, the laughter, the sorrow and finally the
Kicka** endings. The best thing about this series is you get to see and hear through the eyes of
more than one H/h and supporting character, you get an on going story that evolves instead of is
the same story over and over just different names. I was at 93% and thought yea more time with the
characters and then bam the credits! Love the credits but I really want that to be at 150%. So think
on this as you write the next book lol! So in conclusion I really think this was the best book to date
but to be able to follow it you have read the first 6 and the short story to know who everyone is and
even then there were times I had to really think, as I read to remember some of the people. Love the
book, love the series, and love that this author enjoys interacting with his fans! Although not sure
where he finds the time, working, writing, family, fans, helping other authors, but dang am I glad he
does find the time. Kudos to his family in supporting him!!! Team Queen Bit** Aeternum!

This series is SO good! Michael Anderle has shot straight into my favorite author spot which is no
small feat since my top 3 has been solidified over the last 10 years.The book is fast paced,
engaging, satisfying, exciting, and ends way too soon! If I ever win the lottery funding him to write
full time is going to be on my short list!

Awesome series. Can't recommend enough. The rest of this is for the author, so if you are just
figuring out whether to buy these books, do it! You won't regret it.SPOILERS - STOP READING IF
YOU DON"T WANT ANY HINTS:Hello Michael,In this book you start to focus on the hacking
aspects of the story. Great! I'm a techie and love the stuff. However, some of things you reference
just don't make sense to a technologist. For example, in one sentence you say, "You couldn't trace
me if I drew you a DNS route...". This is not really a thing. DNS is a server or sometimes router used
to lookup and convert domain names to IP addresses. While, in a convoluted way, this somewhat
amusing, I would recommend something like, "You couldn't trace me if I sent you a packet capture

directly from my NIC.". Not that I am trying to write for you. You are the author, and a good one, at
that! I would recommend, however, that if you are going to keep writing more about hacking and
hackers that you have someone familiar with technology proof the story and maybe provide some
guidance. This is assuming you are not a techie, yourself. Anyway, love the books. Keep up the
great work. I will keep buying and reading.PS - I am happy to proof any books for techie lingo.
Suggestions, comments and time would be gratis. If interested, just let me know how to contact you
to get started.

I just got done with this book and I love it! The author is definitely turning out better, and better
books. The characters are well developed and you really get to know them. Having read the entire
series you develop your favorite characters. Mine is Ashur the German Shepard. Now that they are
in space the action is heating up. Of course in this book I do have an affinity for the "Coach"
character. It's me! Come on and join the Kutherian realm!

Great series. So much so that I was re-reading the first 7 novels when this, the 8th, novel came
across desk (okay email) which I purchased immediately. The series has a long term plot with
multiple sub-plots in each novel, each which maintains your interest throughout the book. I get to
satisfy both my fantasy/paranormal and scifi addictions in one go. The development and humour of
all the current and new supporting characters not just the central characters adds to the attraction of
the each novels story lines. What took you so long to let loose with the series. You have me hooked
and if the prologue in this novel indicates it will be a long and very enjoyable journey.Keep them
coming.I would gladly buy this series again in hard-cover format if it was to be come available. Very
highly recommended.

Once again, Mr. Anderle has delivered an excellent story. I would highly recommend this entire
series to anyone who is looking for a fun read that has an active imagination. Just understand that
there you will be spending a good deal of time having to explain to those around you why you keep
suddenly bust out laughing. Again and again...

Great book and I love the idea for the moon base foundation. This book is all about the characters
and it develops a few new characters too. Yes, there is some action and the Own get a chance to
try out their own mission for the first time. You have to read the first set of 7 books to really get it.
They are worth the read.
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